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It was little while ago now when, on a day off, I took a stroll
up Cadair Idris. Cadair is sadly just outside my normal working
range being just that little bit farther away from Capel Curig.
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We did have a fabulous day, spoilt a little by summit cloud, spoilt
a little by discarded banana skins. Yes; discarded banana skins.
We passed two, neatly laid alongside the path, en route to the
summit and a further two tucked into the stones of one of the
summit shelters. These banana skins had been placed there,
presumably by somebody expecting them to biodegrade. I removed
them from the mountain as I now know it will take quite some
time for a banana skin to biodegrade on a welsh mountainside.
On a separate note I have been working with the BMC Access
Officer Rob Dyer and a committee of volunteers to create some
BMC guidance for groups of walkers and climbers. Rob, when
tasked to actually find out long it takes for a banana skin to biodegrade came back with tales of confusion, of experiments being
conducted in Florida and on Hawaii, but with no hard data on how
long the process might take in the British mountains. So I thought
I’d give it a go myself.
On 6th March, after a false start, destroyed by squirrels (it was
in a wood!) I place an apple core, a banana skin and some orange
peel in a small cage at 195 metres above sea level in Snowdonia.
The location was exposed though the cage was tucked on to a
shallow rock shelf. This would be no rigorous scientific experiment
but would give us some idea of how long these items actually take
to biodegrade if left on our hillsides. I took photographs most days
of the cage as it was very close to my place of work. I enjoyed the
little morning detour and on many days saw an adder trying to warm
up on a neighbouring rock. All went well for me until August when
the bracken rose up and made access tricky. Dreadful stuff.
The apple core was nibbled way by some small mammal; I could
see its teeth marks in the first week, probably a field mouse. To most
people’s surprise the orange peel disappeared before the banana skin,
it took a while; it dried out and sat stubbornly for a long time.
It actually only started to be attacked by mould after it got
particularly wet one week. The orange peel lasted five months.
The banana skin hung on for another month and even then its
hard stalk remained in place. So quite unscientific but, based a real
experience you can now be sure that any orange peel you may discard
on the hill will sit there for five months unless someone else clears
it away for you. I would suggest that an increase in altitude and
latitude would slow this process down. Your banana skin will sit
for six months, at least, so please take it away.
You can watch a film of the experiment by searching for Biodegradable Experiment Snowdonia on YouTube or you can find it by liking
my Facebook page Mike Raine: Notes from the Hill. ]

Mike Raine works at Plas y Brenin as a Senior Instructor.
As a regular hillwalker, climber and former geography
teacher he has a keen interest in the environment
and will be running Nature of Snowdonia workshops
based on his bestselling (to Mountain Leaders
and Instructors) book, Nature of Snowdonia
(Pesda Press 2009) in 2016.
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